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ACtivities

General
Arrangements are now under way ip conduct an orientation çrogram at

Davisville, Rhode Island for second'-terin Antarctic personnel. This program will be very similar to that of last year 2nd will take place during

the week of September 16-September 20.

All cold weather clothing and footwear has been ordered and will be

distributed to scientific personnel at Fort Devens, 'assachusetts on
September 20,
rrangements have also been made for transporting IGY personnel to the Antarctic,

The procurement-of IGY cargo, both scientific and general station
material, is well under way, N ih the opening of the IGY staff office
at the Construction Battalion Center, Davisville, Rhode Island on the

19th of / ugust the processing of this x.aterial will begin. It is expected
that the amount of cargo sent to. the Antarctic during Deep Freeze xi: will
approximate that sent during. DocpPreeze II with replacement parts, additional household items and material for the various scientific
disciplines and over-snow traverses , naking up the bulk of the equipment,

Little America Station
Traverse 0perations
Two Sno-Cats have been checked ' over in the garage and the permanent

installation of a gyrocoirpass, radios, etc,, has been completed. Quarter-

master Corps traverse rations are now 60% repacked in thirty man day units.
Aurora

Turing July the visual program operated on a routine basis

with regular observations throughout the month. Continuous observations

were conducted during T or1d Days and major displays.

-2-The spectograph was operated semi-manually due to a failure of a spring
in the K-'lQO camera. This resulted in the loss to the records of several
displays but was remedied by the use of a coil spring. From limiting visual
meteor observations a maximum of five per hour were obtained with binoculars
in the zenith, six per hour with unaided eye in 45° cone toward the zenith.
Meteor radar has been set up in the ionosphere building for joint operation
with the ionosphere program. An investigation of possible noise sources
is now underway.
Geomagnetism
All phases of. the geomagnetic observatory are in
routine observation. Star observations for latitude and longitude continue,
Glaciology --Deep pit operations have been limited to density and
atratigraphy studies. 18.9 meter density studies included the following
approximate values: .46 at five meters, .54 at ten meters, .59 at fifteen
meters. Movement stakes placed across the crevasse valley north of camp
show the expansion ratio to be approximately .002 per month or 12 feet
across the 1300-foot valley floor since late February.
Ionospheric Physics -- The C-4 has been operatin on a routine basis.
A loss of 19 hours operating time during July was suffered because of
equipment repairs.
Meteorology -- Surface and upper air observations continue satisfactorily. A total of 67 upper air soundings averaging 18,180 meters have
been made. The net accumulation on four snow stakes during July was 35
inches. Halo observations were made on eleven days during July. Transducers have been in operation at the surface since July 4.
It was discovered that four soundings per day during World Days caused
fatigue and inefficiency on the second day. This was the case at other
Antarctic stations as well as at Little America.
The following constitutes the monthly meteorology summary for July:
mean temperature, -32.1°F; high, 6.1°F on July 24; low, -61.1°F on July 10;
precipitation, 0.37 inches; mean station pressure, 28.76 inches; highest
sea level pressure, 29.55 inches on July 7; lowest sea level pressure,
28.28 on July 22. The average wind velocity was 12.6 knots, the highest
being 34 knots from the northeast on July 24. There were ten clear days,
eleven cloudy days and ten partly cloudy days.
Physiology -- The second series of BMR determination and exposure
to standardized cold stress in a cold room is now 80 per cent complete.
Physical fitness is being assayed by determining oxygen debt during submaximal exercise.
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Seismograph and Gravity
An analysis of records from seismic sites
away from the barrier edg has been ccinpleted. Tables and charts have been
compiled for ice thicknss and water depth measurements. The methods of
determining seismic shelf thickness are: sheer wave reflections, reflection of comparative wave transformed to sheer wave at ice water boundary,
average velocity of wave reflected from ocean bottom duplicate reflec-.
tions from ocean bottom with the: Second part reflecting downward from ice
water interface. The shelf thickness varies from 240 to 320. meters, surface to ocean bottom 30 to 660 meters. No reflection has been obtained
at a site forty miles along Byrd Trail,
Gravity operations for tidal AP were concluded July 13 with 363 values
attained in 33 days. In the main tidal period of twenty-four hours a maximum A? during full and new moon was approximately 1.5 meters,
Weather Central - Mawson is now sending its weather to McMurdo via
Mirny. Three schedules per day have been established with Mirny and an
effort is being made to increase the number of schedules with other mother
stations. Beginning August 1, Mirny will make four daily weather broadcasts
at 0200, 1130, 1800 and 2100 GMT. Veather collective broadcast times:bcoine
effective August 1, and are as follows: 0415, 1015 0 1615 and 2213 G.1. A
special broadcast for analysis and synoptics will be made at 1900 GMT Mirny
will re-broadtast our analysis at 0200, Mirny is now relaying;aféw South
African synoptics and our collective, which includes selected Australian
and New Zealand reports. The reliability of the reception of weather data
from New Zealand and A ustralia is about 80%. A weekly round table discussion over amateur radio with U. S. Antarctic stations is being held for
Aurora, Gravity, Ionospheric Physics and Meteorology with usually two or
three stations participating in addition to Little America.
Byrd IGY Station
Aurora -- The aurora was observed on 27 days during July with hourly
observations commencing on July 12, Considerable mechanical trouble has
been encountered with the all-sky camera due to failure of the governor
and a resultant break in the main spring. The spectograph was inoperative
from July 7 through July 10 due to a dislodged cam pin.
Geomagnetisir
The station magnetograph has been undergoing tests
sie false readings have been observed recently.
Glaciology
Snow accumulation during July amounted to 3.1 inches.
It is reported that the deep pit has almost been completed and weekly'
pit deformation measurements show approximately five mm closure at the
top since May,

Ionospheric Physics - It has been reported that the scaling has been
brought up to date, It was found necessary to extend the 0 attenna transmitter lines due to a heavy snow load,
Meteorology --m The ray dome was relocated during July due to a great
accumulation and drifting of snow, The map plotting of upper air analysis
has begun and it has been verified after a three months' study that an
apparent jet stream at 27,000 to 30gOOO feet appears as a preliminary to
storm conditions.
The average temperature for July was -41 0 3°?; high, -5,1°F; and low,
-69,9°F, The average wind was from the north-northeast at 19 knots. There
were 23, days with visibility less than 1/4 mile, and a new low barometric
pressure was recorded at the station on July 30. Fifty-nine regularly
scheduled daily rawin observations averaged 16,948 meters,
Seismology

Scheduled operations began on July 6 and 20 disturbances

were recorded, including extreme microseismo activity.
Amundsen-Scott IGY_South Pole Station

The health and morale at this station are reported as being excellent.
No sign of

twilight has yet appeared in. the sky.

Aurora - During July 1,168 visual observations were made and the
aurora was seen on 30 days. The all-sky camera was in full operation
except for a period of 34 hours during which time trouble with air electric
filter and the shutter of the IC-lO movie camera caused delays. The spectrograph was operating the entire month except for a period of 39 hours and
a combination of shutter and electronic troubles was the cause of this
delay. Limited meteor observations continue.
Geomagnetism -- Continuing efforts have failed to register all components simultaneously,
Glaciology -- The dual purpose snow mine has been progressing slowly.
After four months and some 600 man hours, the shaft penetrates down an 180
slope 120 feet to a depth of 40 feet. Nine thousand cubic feet or approximately 115 tons of snow have been removed. An ambient temperature
of -60°F lirits working periods to a maximum of three hours at a time.
The average density at the lowest level is 61,60?.
IonosphericPhysics
Thirty-five mm records are 97% complete for
July and about 100 feet of 16 mm records were produced. AGC 16 mm records
were begun on a 4-hour-per-day oasis on July 25 and it is hoped that these
will be continued indefinitely. Frequency plots for 15 days of July present the definite impression of diurnal variations in the ionosphere. The
most obvious characteristic is the critical frequency of the F region
which is higher and holds steadier during Greenwich Day mornings. The
IBM master clock with the original pendulum straightened maintains constancy within plus or minus .1 second,

-5Meteorology
The work in this discipline is progressing normally.
The climatic summary for July includes the following information: average
thermoscreen temperature, -77.4°F; highest, -40.7°F on July 3; lowest,
-97.6°F on July 29. The average snow surface temperature was -79.2°F;
at five meters above the surface, -77.6°F; at ten meters above the surface, -76.5°F. The average wind direction was 34 (according to Code 2A)
with an average speed of 15 knots with peak gusts to 37 knots on July 3,
4 and 5. The mean station pressure was 19.88 inches, the highest being
20.17 inches on July 16 and the lowest 19.41 inches on July 30. There
were 23 clear days, six partly cloudy days and two cloudy days. There
were five days with visibility 1/4 miles or less. The average high of
radiosondes was 16,103 meters.
Seismology -- Horizontal galvanometers were installed July 16 after
two weeks of intensive repair efforts which involved soldering of all
suspension points which were still not functioning properly. Vertical
observations were taken throughout the month of July. However, some
records may possibly have been lost during efforts to retain optimum
recorder support characteristics.
A large disturbance which started on July 17 was detected.. The time
of the onset is unknown due to light fog on,the film. The records from
July 20 through July 30 are doubtful due to low sensitivity and difficulty
with the seisometer coil in the seismic sheet.
NAF McMurdo
Installation of the radio transmitters in the new transmitter building has been completed and these transmitters are now operating.
One person was killed in a helicopter crash on July 12 .. The men
who survived the crash are recovering slowly and their condition is
rported as being satisfactory.

Hallett ICY Station
Aurora -- The spectograph is now functioning properly and it has been
noted that aurora], activity was somewhat weak during July. The all-sky
camera is operating satisfactorily with good results.
eomagnetism -- Equipment has been operated continually. A correlation between the onset of geomagnetic disturbances and the enhancement of
auroral activity has been noted.
Ionospheric Physics - Observations were taken routinely until the
last week in July when mechanical difficulties caused the loss of a little
less than two days' records. These difficulties have now been cleared up.
Meteorology -- All observations are continuing. Sixty-two regular
and six extra World Day soundings produced an average 13,854 meters.
Fifteen radiosondings terminated due to the local high horizon.
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The average temperature during July was -14.6°F; high, 5.7°F on
the 26th of July; and low, -34.0°F on the 15th of July. No measurable
precipitation was reported. The prevailing wind direction was southwest
with an average velocity of:9.6 knots with peak gusts up to 80 knots on
the 23rd. Average station pressure was 29.11 inches. There were four
clear days, 21 partly cloudy days and six cloudy days, and five days with
visibility of 1/4 mile or less. The average height of 68 radiosondings was 13,864 meters.
Seismolov -- The faulty suspension points in the horizontal component galvonometers have been replaced and all are operating again.
A total of 45 earthquakes were recorded during July.

Ellsworth IGY Station
Traverse Operations
Ellsworth reports that the Sno-Cat intended for use in the traverse
has broken down due to a burned up clutch. However, it was recently
reported that the UK station near Ellsworth has volunteered to re-temper
the clutch which may permit operation of the Sno-Cat. In any event, a
replacement clutch will be sent in early September. Reports also indicate
that it will be impossible to determine the extent and direction for commencing the traverse until after reconnaissance flights are made to locate
a suitable path to penetratethe mountains and to examine the possibility
of reaching crevasse-free area approximately 50 miles to the south of
Ellsworth.
Aurora -- The all-sky camera has been repaired and is now in operation. The spectograph is operating semi-automatically while the amplifier
and integrator are being repaired.
Glaciolo gy -- The deep pit at the end of J'ily was down to 29.5
meters and measured 3 x 3 meters at the top, 2.5 x 2.5 meters at 20
meters' depth and 2 x 2 meters at the bottom.
Gravity -- The bi-hourly measurements for the amplitude of Waddell
Sea tide were concluded July 20.

- 7.Ionopheric Physics The C-4 recorder has been repaired and it is
exoected that the scaling of records can now be completed. Very regular
observations of appearance of sporadic F layers and occasional sporadic
B layers as low as 69 kilometers have been observed, The whistler equipment was relocated in the aviation building on July 16 and this resulted
in a much improved signal to noise ratio. It is reported that whistler
activity has been remarkable and that often whistlers have been received
at rates too high to count, Also, the dawn chorus has been reocrded almost every day.
Punch
Meteorolo X
reports for July have all
balloon flights have been
balloon conditioning. Six
The average height for 56

cards, weather summary, station history and climatic
been brought up to date, Increased heights during
obtained by using diesel oil in the process of
soundings were lost during July due to high winds.
runs was 16 9 630 meters.

Wilkes IGY Station
It has been reported that a survey of unmapped islands of the station
has been made by Dewart and Ecklund who made a trip along the coast to:the
Balaena Islands 24 miles northeast of the station.
The long traverse planned for the hikes Station has been cancelled.

Aurora -- It has been reported t hat visibility and auroral activity
was much poorer during July than had been observed previously. Of the
457 hours of observations, 40% were clear. Aurora occurred during 60%.
clear hours. '1\ienty-f our per cent were low north only displays. Only
the display on July 14 was colored or stronger than medium in intensity.
The atomic oxygen line was greatly enhanced at the expense of rositive and
negative grotv's of nitrogen which though present were very weak. All instruments continue to operate satisfactorily and required no repairs,
Cosmic Rays
odifications and adjustments have improved the operatelescope operations.

tion of

Geomagnetism - It has been reported that July was a rather
after the subsidence of the June 30 storm.

quiet month

Glaciology -- The firn pit is now down to 23 meters, Density taken
at this depth was .74. Oxygen isotope samples have been taken to 16 meters.
Ionospheric Physics - The ionosonde has been in operation 98.5% of
records were made during part of a storm on July 1
and July 15, High absorption conditions existed from July 1 through
July 6 and to a lesser degree on July 25 and July 29.

July. Continuous film

Meteoro1oy
Rawinsonde observations to 16,096 meters were recorded
during July. Three were missed due to high winds. The average temperature
was '.0 0 4°F, maximum 26 0 6}, minimum '27.40 P, The average wind speed was
9.1 knots. The average pressure was 983 millibars, maximum 1.006 millibars,
minimum 357 millibars. Snowfall occurred. on 18 days.
Seismology
Bight earthquakes and six microseismo storms were recorded
during July at - the station. The drift in the vertical instrument has been
considerably improved by better temperature control. The re-establishment
of instruments on a raised concrete pier is impossible this year due to the

lack of cements

